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Vishal Chaudhary born into a family of
seven, Vishal's father owned a small
grocery shop, while his mother was a
dedicated homemaker. With an annual
income of just 80,000/-, pursuing higher
education seemed like an insurmountable
challenge.

Undeterred by these financial constraints,
Vishal set his sights on two prestigious
exams, the JEE (Joint Entrance
Examination) and the MHT CET
(Maharashtra Common Entrance Test).  
Vishal's success was driven by his
unrelenting commitment to his studies. He
spent a remarkable 8 to 10 hours each day
in the M-Power Library. The library not
only provided a conducive learning
environment but also boasted a dedicated
staff and facilities.

Vishal recognized that the library played a
pivotal role in his journey to prepare for
the exams that would shape his future. His
dedication yielded results as he triumphed
in both the JEE and MHT CET exams. This
achievement opened the doors to Terna
Engineering College in Mumbai, where he
embarked on his journey to pursue a
degree in Computer Science.

In Vishal's own words, "Library ne bahut
help ki mere self-study me... 
Thanks to the M-Power Library and its
Facilities.”

Vishal Chaudhary
JEE & MHT CET (2023)

Terna Engineering College
(Computer Science)

M-Power -
Crafting Success
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Udaan Scholars
at J. P. Morgan

Chase.....
Workshop on 

“Global Career Prospects” 
in Collaboration with 

“Diversity Org”

The Diversity Organization, a
global non-profit, empowers
underrepresented students
worldwide for lucrative
careers. The UK-based team
recently visited India, offering
young minds exposure to the
corporate world.

Key Speakers:

Joshua Pierce, CEO and
founder, brings over nine
years of experience in
social impact initiatives.

Iman Fauzi, Global Speaker
(GS) Manager, oversees a
team of 16 event hosts,
recruiting and training new
talent.

R.J Syed, founder of The
Swag Thamizhan, is a
renowned RJ, TV host, and
digital content creator.
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Udaan Scholars
at J. P. Morgan

Chase.....
The 2-day event involved 80
Udaan scholars. 

Day 1 introduced the speakers
and highlighted the
organization's role in
connecting students with
professionals.
 
Day 2 at JP Morgan Chase
featured interactive sessions
where scholars engaged with
employee volunteers, delving
into career paths,
qualifications, and interview
strategies.
 
A session on "Networking and
its worth" provided valuable
insights on building
professional relationships and
effective communication.
Special thanks to Misha for
coordinating the program.
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Career Guidance
Session- Udaan

Students
A Career Guidance Session
was conducted at our Udaan
Centre, Deonar by 
Dr. R.S.S. Mani, Vice President
of ITM Group of Institutions. 
The Session was attended by
the Udaan scholars and their
parents.

A session tailored for 10th-
grade students aimed at
guiding them toward making
informed decisions about
their subjects and future
careers, ensuring a path that
leads to a more fulfilling and
successful future.

Life Skill
Building

Session- @Khar
Centre   
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Early Childhood
Care and

Education Batch
The inauguration marked the
beginning of a journey
dedicated to nurturing young
minds at our Trombay
Centre's Early Childhood Care
and Education batch. 
Ms. Supriya Saxena, 
our distinguished Chief Guest,
added grace to the event,
emphasizing the importance
of quality education.

Batch Inauguration

Para Nursing
Students-

Visiting the Tech Mahindra
Smart Academy for

Healthcare 
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Diwali Celebrations
Program at

Hariharaputra
Bhajan Samaj

100 DBM Students
participated in the Diwali
program at Hariharaputra
Bhajan Samaj.

We appreciate the concerted
efforts of Samaj made to
brighten the lives of our
children.

Team Celebration 
The DBM India team joyously
celebrated the day with a
myriad of engaging activities
and group games, including
thrilling experiences like wall
climbing and Zip-lining. The
festivities continued with
captivating presentations and
heartfelt acknowledgments
recognizing the outstanding
achievements within the team.
The day culminated in a
vibrant dance party, infusing
the atmosphere with even
more excitement and closing
the celebration on a high note
of fun.
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Ms. Ishita
Pohuja-

Ace of Creative

Initiative Award

(Awarded for
showing Creative

and Innovative
approach to work

as well as for
willingness to take

new initiatives)

Ms. Parvinder
Kaur- 

The Pillar of

Strength Award

(Awarded for being
the Physical, Mental
and Emotional Pillar
of strength for the

organisation as well
as all its team

members)

Ms. Namrata
Singh-

Driving Success

Award

(Awarded for
taking up the

daunting task with
consistency, hard

work and
persistence)

Mr. Yogesh
Avhad-

Outstanding

Dependability

Award

(Awarded for
unfailingly being

there wherever the
need arises)

Mr. Vishal
Yadav-

Rising Star

Award 

(Awarded for
continuous

commendable
performance with
dignity and grace)

Ms. Adrija
Mandal- 

The Willing

Collaborator

Award

(Awarded for always
being there to help

all stakeholders
with genuine

empathy)

Ms. Tasleem
Shaikh-

Ms. Consistent

Award 

(Awarded for
continuous

commendable
performance with
dignity and grace)

Ms. Arti
Pansare-

Aced Attendance

Award 

(Awarded for being
the most regular

team member and
for inspiring others)
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Ms. Sameera
Sheikh-

Dashing Debut

Award

(Awarded for being
a valuable addition

in the DBM
Workforce)

Mr. Rajesh
Lavantra-
Marvelous

Multitasker

Award

(Awarded for being
fearless enough to

take up new
challenges and

successfully aceing
them up)

Ms. Jyoti Pujji-
Marvelous

Multitasker

Award

(Awarded for being
fearless enough to

take up new
challenges and

successfully
aceing them up)

Mr. Rahul
Chavan-

Caught in the

Act of Caring

Award

(Awarded for doing
your work with

utmost dedication
and with the spirit

of Sewa)

Ms. Rashmeet Kaur Dua-
Perfectly Present Award 

(Awarded for being the most
punctual team member and

for inspiring others)
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Certificate Distribution
MS-CIT

Ms. Supriya Saxena, our Chief
Guest, awarded certificates to
MSCIT students for their
outstanding performance in
the three-month course. Her
presence added honor to the
occasion, acknowledging the
dedication of these successful
individuals.

Para Nursing 

Advance Digital
Marketing

Mr. Anil Mathew and 
Mr. Devendra Singh Varma,
distinguished chief guests
from MAFFFL graced the
ceremony with their
presence. They  handed out
certificates to the
accomplished students,
recognizing not only their
completion of the 6-month
course but also the valuable
experience gained through
the internship.

The Certificate Distribution
Ceremony, held at our
Chembur center, was a
moment of pride as students
from the ADM course were
honored with certificates for
completing the program with
outstanding success.
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To support and contribute to our projects and empower our youth and women. 
We are available on the below given platforms.

Thank you Donors for being with us every day...
"Your kindness makes a difference each time, every time"

Gender Equality
Workshop

DBM India conducted a
session on Gender Equality  
at Ruby English High School
in collaboration with Tbz.

Udaan Academic
Teacher Meeting
was held to review the results
of the internal examination.

https://www.dbmindia.org/web/donate-to-ngo/
https://www.dbmindia.org/web/donate-to-ngo/

